OverDrive is the most advanced Automated Production Control System on the planet, enabling the most sophisticated productions to be executed cleanly and consistently, while delivering substantial savings in operational costs.

Features/Benefits

- Perform manual, semi-automated or fully automated productions at any time from the same control room, using the same equipment.

- OverDrive offers unparalleled choice with integration to more than 250 different production devices.

- ROI can occur in as little as 12 months, offering a significant return for a capital expense.

- Easily accommodate live breaking news and changes on-the-fly. With a toolset unmatched by any other system, OverDrive is the clear leader in managing late-breaking or unscripted events.
VARIABLE AUDIO AND QUICKAUDIO GROUPS
With the latest version of OverDrive, several new features were added that were designed to improve flexibility and ease of use for users.

CARBONITE ULTRA SUPPORT
OverDrive now supports Carbonite Ultra, which includes MiniME and Multiscreen Canvas support.

ORGANIZATION & MANAGEMENT IMPROVEMENTS
Improved Shot/Template Folder Organization with sub folders! Streamline MAM video clips proxy thumbnails displayed in OverDrive. Custom Layouts for DirectControl, group audio and device control panels into one view. License Server adds self reporting and one-step upgrades.